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Building Refurbishment Update

W

e are living in crazy
times and what
should have taken
three months to complete
has taken 8 months. We
have endured national
shortages of plaster, builders
going into isolation with
Covid and our flooring
fitters going bankrupt.
Despite all this we have
pushed on hard driving the
builders mad. The building
has now been completely
transformed.
We are now in the final
days of works and the end
of the buildings works is in

Horse Riding
We have managed to resume
horse riding lessons for the boys
during Covid and added a few
new boys to the programme.
We are currently looking into
some new places too where the

Welcome to the
November 2020 edition
of The Boys Clubhouse
newsletter There have
been so many new
developments over the
last few months that we
have barely had a chance
to catch our breath, but
let us give you a brief
peak into some recent
major achievements.

sight. We are really excited
to welcome you back to
the centre in the next few
weeks. A brand new “chill
zone” for Fifa and pool
awaits. The new gym will
be ready with equipment.
An additional room called
the “workhub” has been
created where people can
use computers for Internet
access. The eBay room has
been moved to the front
of the building and is way
bigger than before giving us
the opportunity to put into
place our expansion project.

Ben Katz

boys will have the opportunity
to look after some abandoned
horses who have been rescued.
We have re-introduced activities
one afternoon weekly. We have
taken the boys bowling, ice
skating, top golf, go karting to
name a few. We are hoping

to take them indoor skydiving
skiing and tobogganing as well
as go ape. This service is being
offered to those who are no
longer in mainstream school and
would otherwise be sitting all
day in their bedrooms boxed in.
Lollu Hibbert
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Grants
Harris Rosenberg

T

he past few months
have been very
challenging as our
expenses have increased
not only due to our
building refurbishment
works coming to a
completion and increased
costs of supporting more
clients than ever as youth
unemployment, poverty
and homelessness have
necessitated our providing
emergency support to some
of the most tragic and at
risk young people in our
community. No staff have
been made redundant or
furloughed and are actually
working longer and harder
to deal with the increased
level of client need in what
was already a cohort that
had many challenges to
overcome.
The ability of our funders
to help us has been much
stretched and they have
had to either postpone
grant payments or simply
say please do not apply
to us for help. Having
to postpone our biennial

dinner will also affect us,
causing our reserves to
be depleted. But not all is
gloom. The Percy Bilton
Charity has again helped us
and we have had a pledge
of further support from
the Kirsh Foundation. In
addition, we have received
a small grant under the
Lottery’s Awards for All
for our Covid-19 response
programmes.
We must also offer our
profound thanks to the
team at Young Barnet
Foundation which has
provided direct grants
support for our August
holiday programme but
has paid for personal gym
equipment for six young
people to use at our
premises, in gym sessions
in Hendon Park or via
Zoom should a complete
lockdown reoccur – as
is more than probable at
the time of writing. With
help from Young Barnet
Foundation we have also
secured emergency funding
from The London Borough
of Barnet, The Office of
the Mayor of London and
the London Community
Response Fund, which
is funded by many of
London’s larger charitable
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trusts and foundations.
We are soon to send out
a general appeal letter for
sponsorship of our facilities
and programmes, with
dedication opportunities to
commemorate life cycle
events and perpetuate the
memory of loved ones. We
hope, as 2020 comes to a
close and the Jewish Year
5780 has commenced that
we can all look forward to
better and healthier times.

Learning Programmes
In an ever changing
world
we
are
finding
increasingly creative ways
to engage the boys with
learning and mentoring.
Learning programs and lifedevelopment opportunities
are offered to the boys
weekly. Whether in small
groups, one on ones, or in

weekly larger sessions in
the local Shul, each boy
has a chance to learn and
discover - at their own pace
- more about Torah and how
to live as a Jew in a modern
and challenging world. Our
scholar in residence Nooky
Chissick also reaches out
to our young entrepreneurs

via lunch and learn sessions
with them in their offices
or over Zoom. Recently
on Sukkot with COVID
restrictions in place, there
was an electric atmosphere
as we held a socially distant
Sukka Learning and Singing
session in an outdoor
marquee.
Nooki Chissick
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